
2023 the 12th International Conference on Engineering and Innovative

Materials (ICEIM 2023) will be held in Osaka, Japan on September 1-3,

2023. ICEIM is an annual international academic conference, which will

be held in Asia every year, such as Fukuoka, Singapore, Tokyo, Kuala

Lumpur, etc. And it focuses on materials science and engineering,

materials properties, measuring methods and applications, etc. ICEIM

2023 will feature prestigious keynote speakers in the related areas,

parallel sessions, and other technical programs, and aims to create an

excellent forum to foster innovation, network with the brightest minds in

academia and industry that are working in this field. We sincerely invite

you to submit your work in abstracts or full papers to the conference. As

an international academic forum where practitioners, researchers, and

developers meet to learn and to exchange practical ideas and

experiences in power generation - conventional and renewable, power

system management, power transmission and distribution, etc., we

welcome your contributions. 

ICEIM�2023
Osaka, Japan 

September 1-3, 2023

www.iceim.org 

Publication
Like previous conference, submitted papers will be reviewed by 2-3 peer

reviewers. And accepted and presented papers will be published in ICEIM

2023 Conference Proceedings, which will be indexed by Scopus. After

reviewing, accepted abstracts will be invited to make the presentation

only. 

SUBMISSON�METHOD
Full Paper and Abstrct Submisson Link:

http://confsys.iconf.org/submission/iceim2023 

E-mail:iceim_conf@vip.163.com 

IMPORTANT�DATES
Submission Deadline for Special Session's Proposal: 

June 10, 2023 

Acceptance for Special Session's Proposal: 

June 15, 2023 

Submission Deadline for Full Paper or Abstract: 

June 15, 2023 

Paper and Abstract Acceptance: 

July 10, 2023 

Camera-Ready Manuscripts Due: 

June 25, 2023 

Registration Deadline: 

July 25, 2023

CONTACT
Conference Secretary: Ms. Amy Zhao

Email: iceim_conf@vip.163.com 

Website: www.iceim.org

Topics� of� interest� for� submission� include,� but
are�not�limited�to:
1.Materials�Science�and�Engineering
�����������Metallic�Alloys�
�����������Ceramics�and�Glasses�
�����������Smart�Materials�
2.�Materials�Manufacturing�and�Processing
�����������Heat�Treatment�
�����������Quality�Assessment�
�����������Productivity�and�Performance�
�����������Management
3.� Methodology� of� Research� and� Analysis� and������
�Modeling
����������Electron�Microscopy
����������Quantitative�Metallography
����������Process�Systems�Design
4.�Materials�Properties,�Measuring�Methods�and
Applications�
����������Mechanical�Properties�
����������Non-Destructive�Testing�

For�more�topics,�please�visit:
http://www.iceim.org/call-for-papers.html�

CALL�FOR�SPECIAL�SESSION

ICEIM�2023� invites�proposals� for� special� sessions
to�be�held�on�September�1-3�in�Osaka,�Japan.�We
expect� that� special� sessions� could� complement
the� regular� technical� program� by� highlighting
new� and� emerging� research� topics� or� innovative
applications�of�established�approaches.�The�topic
of�a�special�session�proposal�should�be�timely�and
compelling.

CALL�FOR�PAPERS

HOST
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